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QUESTION 1

If an online AP on the active AC is added offline to the standby AC, the AP status is displayed as fault on the standby
AC. In this case, you can run the undo hsb enable command to disable the HSB function in the HSB group view on the
standby AC, and then run the HSB enable command to enable the HSB function. In this way, information on the active
and standby ACs is the same and the AP status is displayed as standby on the standby AC. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

The following statement about the proactive detection of neighbors is wrong? 

A. The AP periodically sends a Probe Request frame with the specified multicast address on different channels. After
receiving the AP, the AP detects that the AP is a neighbor AP. 

B. Active detection is mainly used to establish neighbor relationships between legal APs. 

C. Active detection is mainly used to obtain the maximum interference signal strength between legal neighbors, the
most critical of which is the signal strength of neighbor APs. 

D. Active detection and passive detection are used to collect interference from illegal APs. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

In the WLAN Layer 2 networking environment, can the AP discover the AC in any of the following ways? 

A. Multicast 

B. Unicast 

C. Broadcast 

D. Anycast 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

Smart roaming indicates that STAs actively roam from one AP to another. The roaming is initiated by STAs. 

A. TRUE 



B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

If three APs are deployed in a small conference room which can accommodate a maximum of 90 people/ CAC can be
configured on each AP to limit the number of associated STAs within 30 and hide its SSID when the number of
associated STAs exceeds 30, In this way, load balancing can be achieved among APs. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following formulas for calculating the Fresnel zone radius and Earth curvature are TRUE? (Multiple
Choice) 

A. (a) 

B. (b) 

C. (c) 

D. (d) 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 7

An engineer wants to use the Agile Controller as the Portal authentication server and synchronize data with external
sources. There is no abnormality in synchronization. However, Portal authentication often fails. What are the possible
reasons? 

A. Portal authentication is disabled on the Agile Controller. 

B. Users on the Agile Controller are not enabled with Portal authentication. 

C. Agile Controller does not enable 802.1x authentication. 



D. Agile Controller enabled MAC bypass authentication 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

A company needs to construct a large WLAN. Since the company has a large number of employees, the service traffic
is large. The company may need to expand the WLAN capacity in the future. Which of the following statements are
TRUE? (Multiple Choice) 

A. Deploy the ACU2 on the network. 

B. Configure the VLAN pool. 

C. Configure a security policy of high security. 

D. Deploy the AC6005 on the network. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 9

Which are the correct procedures for a Mesh node going online through an AC? (Multiple Choice) 

A. 1. An AP connects to an online Mesh neighbor through air interfaces. 

2. 

The AP and neighbor negotiate the key, and then set up a Mesh route. 

3. 

The AP obtains an IP address through DHCP. 

4. 

The AP discovers the AC and goes online. 

B. 1. An AP connects to an online Mesh neighbor through air interfaces. 

2. 

The AP and neighbor set up a Mesh route, and then negotiate the key. 

3. 

The AP obtains an IP address through DHCP. 

4. 

The AP discovers the AC and goes online. 

C. 1. An AP connects to an online Mesh neighbor through air interfaces. 



2. 

The AP and neighbor negotiate the key. 

3. 

The AP obtains an IP address through DHCP. 

4. 

The AP and neighbor set up a Mesh route. 

5. 

The AP discovers the AC and goes online. 

D. 1. Once the AP is powered on, it goes online and obtains configurations from the AC. 

2. The AP performs link establishment and key negotiation according to the obtained configurations. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 10

What of the following statements are TRUE about authentication rules on a WLAN that uses the Agile 

Controller as the admission control server? (Multiple Choice) 

A. Authentication conditions, such as department, access device, and SSID, must be set one by one in an
authentication rule. 

B. The following items can be specified during the configuration of an authentication rule: account source, authentication
protocol, and binding information about the account. 

C. If multiple authentication rules apply to a user, the rule with the highest priority is used. 

D. The items to match in an authentication rule do not need to be configured in advance. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following commands can be used to view the role of Mesh? 

A. display wlan mes route 

B. display ap-system-profile 

C. display mesh-profile 

D. display mesh vap 

Correct Answer: B 



 

QUESTION 12

What is the correct description of Huawei\\'s spectrum navigation features? 

A. The load balancing between 2.4G and 5G radio is considered in the spectrum navigation feature of Huawei.
According to the load, it is determined whether the current terminal access is from 2.4G or 5G. 

B. Determine whether the number of access users of the AP exceeds the initial threshold of load balancing between
dual-frequency. If not, the STA can preferentially access the 5G radio. 

C. If the initial threshold of load balancing between dual frequencies is exceeded, the AP will calculate according to the
formula (the number of users of 5G radio access - the number of users of 2.4G radio access) / the number of users of
5G radio access * 100% Compare the difference between the two RF load differences and the difference threshold
between the dual-frequency load balancing to determine which frequency band the STA is allowed to access. 

D. When the number of access users of the AP reaches the initial threshold of load balancing between dual-frequency, if
the number of users accessing the 5G radio-2.4G radio access users/5G radio access users* 100% > gap-threshold,
the user is preferentially brought online on the 5G radio. 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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